The question of which acquisition parameters govern long-term retention is important to an understanding of memory function. We investigate the effects of the time interval between learning trials on mediate (1 day)-and long-term (4 days) retention. In classical conditioning of the proboscis extension reflex, we train honeybees to associate an odorant with a sucrose reward using intertrial intervals of either 30 s, 1 min, 3 min, or 20 min. Intervals of 20 and 1 min result in stable retention but 3-min and 30-s intervals result in reduced retention after 4 days compared to that seen after 1 day. Thus, stability of long-term retention depends nonmonotonously on the intertrial interval. Reduced retention with 3-min intervals might be caused by a disruption of memory consolidation which is known to be especially sensitive to interference 3 min after a conditioning trial. Habituation and backward inhibitory learning are discussed as explanations for reduced retention with 30-s intervals. ᭧ 1998 Academic Press
The question of which acquisition parameters support long-term retention (LTR) is important for a better understanding of memory function in general (Carew, 1996) . In particular, fast repetitions of learning trials (massed training) support less LTR than longer intervals (spaced training), with LTR monotonously increasing with the intertrial interval (ITI; Carew, 1996; Hintzman, 1974) .
The analysis of trial spacing effects in Drosophila and Aplysia (for review, see Carew, 1996) has shown that spaced, but not massed, trials establish protein synthesis dependent LTR, probably via the cAMP cascade involving cAMP-responsive element-binding proteins. In honeybees, olfactory LTR is impaired by transcription blockade with actinomycin D (Menzel, 1996) but not by translation blockade with cycloheximide (Wittstock, Kaatz, & Menzel, 1993) . Furthermore, stable olfactory LTR requires the synergistic effect of multiple (three) conditioning trials, whereas single trials support substantially
